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materials update
PURE InnovatIon fRom CEntRal  
SaInt maRtInS  
Recent winner of PURE’s digital radio  
make-over competition Kalia Cox has created 
a concept for a porcelain radio, complete 
with perforations and LEDs that react to the 
unit’s battery charge. This enables users to 
incorporate their own embroidery into the 
design. The Central Saint Martins student 
also won the competition’s packaging 
category, suggesting a laser cut wooden box 
that complements her design and can also 
be used as a light box after unpacking. 
www.pure.com

fRomEntal REInvEnt ClaSSICS 
WIth RogER thomaS  
Handmade interiors house Fromental has 
collaborated with American designer Roger 
Thomas to create an exclusive collection of 
hand-embroidered and painted wallpapers, 
referencing decorative elements from the 
17th and 18th centuries. Produced using 
paper-backed silk and metallic threads, 
the artisanal range will be launched at this 
year’s Decorex, held in London this Autumn. 
Incorporating both delicate motifs and bold 
shapes, the brief collection effectively 
caters to all tastes.  www.fromental.co.uk

hEatSWEll InSUlatoR foR  
CoffEE CUPS
Scott Amron’s Heatswell coffee cups adapt 
the standard disposable vessel by adding 
a thermo-sensitive material to the design, 
which expands when heated. Replacing the 
usual insulating sleeve with this polymer 
does away with the use of coffee collars 
and allows for cups to be stacked easily, 
saving time, money and paper waste. Both 
non-toxic and fully biodegradable, Amron’s 
material invention could pave the way for a 
new, smart, materials-focused approach to 
fast food packaging.   
www.amronexperimental.com/
heatswell.htm

hEat REtaRdant fIbRES fRom lEnzIng fR   
Lenzing FR’s fire-retardant cellulose fibre has been 
crowned the safest, most effective heat-protective 
material by materials experts from the Austrian Institute 
for Physiology. Used by emergency services throughout 
Europe, the fibre has been found to allow the wearer to 
maintain a lower core body temperature, enabling them  
to function more efficiently. It has also been developed  
to feel comfortable next to the skin, allowing for  
close-fitting protective garments that will not inhibit 
movement, making it perfect for fire-fighting and 
emergency rescue teams.  www.lenzing.com  

fabRICS gIantS JoIn foRCES In UK and IREland 
Globally recognised fabric house JAB International Furnishings 
has recently taken over distribution of Alcantara materials in the 
UK and Ireland. With the take-over comes an expanded range 
of Alcantara products as the company adds a new 73 colour 
collection to its selections.
www.alcantara.com  www.jab-uk.co.uk

InJECtIng nEW lIfE  
Into UPholStERy
The Israeli based Bakery design 
collective’s Gilli Kuchik  has 
recently launched experiments 
in upholstery, combining the 
traditional use of fabric for 
furniture coverings with material 
injection technologies. Using 
a combination of high density 
and foam polyurethane, the 
Industrialised Upholstery project 
sees the common aesthetics of 
upholstered furniture challenged, 
resulting in a new direction for 
material usage.   
www.bakery-design.com
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